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Summary. In continuum approaches to molecular electrostatics, boundary element method (BEM) can provide

accurate solutions to the Poisson-Boltzmann equation. However, the numerical aspects of this method are fraught

with di�culties. We describe our approach applying an alpha shape-based method to generate a high quality mesh,

which represents the shape and topology of the molecule precisely. We also describe the analytical method to map

points from the planar mesh to their exact locations on the surface of the molecule. We demonstrate that derivative

boundary integral formulation has numerical advantages over the nonderivative formulation: the well-conditioned

inuence matrix can be maintained without deteriorating condition number when the number of the mesh elements

scale up. Singular integrand kernels are characteristics of the BEM. Their accurate integration is an important

issue. We describe variable transformations that allow accurate numerical integraton, the only plausible integral
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evaluation method when using curve-shaped boundary elements.
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1 Introduction

Electrostatic interactions play an important role in macromolecular structure and funtion. Continuum approach

provides a convenient route for understanding the molecular electrostatic interactions [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. It models a

molecule as a cavity of molecular shape of low interior dielectric constant embedded in a continuous medium of

solvent of high dielectric constant. The interior of the cavity contains point charges representing charge distrubtions

on atoms in the molecule. Poisson equation or Poisson-Boltzmann equaiton are then solved for the elcetrostatic

potentials over the space. Two widely used methods for solving the continuum electrostatic problems are the �nite

di�erence method (FDM) and the boundary element method (BEM). FDM employs a box of three dimensional cubic

grids, where the solute molecule and a portion of surrounding continuum solvent are contained. The electrostatic

potentials are then directly solved from the partial di�erential equation on the grid points [6, 1, 7, 4, 5]. BEM uses

Green's second identity to transform the elliptic partial di�erential equation over a molecule-containing volume to

integral equations over the surface of the molecule [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. With a discretized surface description,

the integral equations are then solved numerically. BEM can also be thought of as computing a distribution of the

induced point charges (single layer) due to the polarization of the solvent and a distribution of the induced point

dipoles (double layer) due to the e�ects of the ions present in the solvent.

Boundary element method can treat both the molecular shape and the interior charges very accurately. It

discretizes the surface of the molecule and relies only on the surface integrals of the molecule. The collection of the

discrete surface elements allows the possibility to represent the shape of the molecule precisely. This is in contrast

to the nature of the molecular boundary imposed by cubic volume elements in a �nite di�erence method. The

interior charges can also be placed at their exact locations, since these charges no longer need to coincide with

grid points. Therefore, no distortion in molecular charge distribution is introduced, unlike in FDM, where arti�cial

distribution of fractional charges onto neighbouring grid points is used. As a result, BEM has no need for special

remedies such as focusing and rotational averaging, which are commonly practiced in �nite di�erence methods.

The self energy artefacts [16] in calculation of reaction potential also do not exist in BEM. In addition, the space

outside the molecule does not have to be discretized in BEM, and therefore the potential at places distant from
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the molecule can be computed accurately. Furthermore, since there is no �nite volume box involved, there are

no arti�cial boudary conditions as imposed in �nite di�erence method when modeling systems in�nite relative to

molecular dimensions (i.e., boundary condition at the bounding faces of the box, while in many cases these faces

are within distances to the molecule comparable to the molecular size)

In this paper, we apply accurate methods to compute molecular shapes for use in BEM electrostatics calculations.

We also determine the desired formulation of BEM which has the advantage of numerical stability. We show such

numerical stability is scalable when more mesh elements are introduced under this formualation, and provides an

important advantage for practical computation. Through an example, we demonstrate that this characteristics is

not shared by the other widely used BEM formulations for molecular electrostatics. We further report developments

of e�ective methods for numerical integration of singular and near singular integrands, which are essential for an

accurate BEM calculation.

2 Poisson-Boltzmann Equaion and the Formulation of the Integral

Equations

For a molecule 
 embedded in an ionic solution, its interior ( int 
 ) and the exterior ( R3� 
 ) are separted by

the surface of the molecule, i.e., the boundary @
 of the molecule. For any three dimensional point x 2 R3 in the

interior of the molecule, the electrostatic potential ui(x) is governed by the Poisson equation:

r2ui(x) = � 1

�i

nX
k=1

qk � �(x� xk); for x 2 int 
 (1)

Here �i is the uniform dielectric constant inside a molecule, �(x) is the three-dimensional delta function, and the

interior of the molecule contains n point-charges qk at position xk. For any point in the exterior x 2 R3� 
, the
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potential ue(x) is governed by the linearized Poisson-Boltzmann equation:

r2ue(x) = �2 � ue(x) for x 2 R3�
 (2)

Here 1/� is the Debye length characterizing the screening e�ect due to the presence of the ions in the solvent. On

the surface of the molecule @
, we denote the normal derivative of the potential at x along the outward unit normal

vector nx at x as g, (i.e., gi(x) = @ui(x)=@nx and ge(x) = @ue(x)=@nx), then we have the interface condition:

ui(x) = ue(x) and g(x) � gi(x) =
�e

�i
� ge(x) (3)

The above equations can be formulated into integral equations by standard BEM technique [17]. Two di�erent

formulations have been reported and details are described in [11, 12]. We call them the non-derivative method

(nBEM) [10, 11, 18] and the derivative method (dBEM) [12]. In this section we briey outline the main steps in

the formulations and summarize the resulting equations and formulae.

nBEM Formulation. Applying Green's second identity

Z
V

(�r2 �  r2�) � dV =

Z
S

(�r �  r�) � dS (4)

to the Poisson equation (1), we can obtain the integral equation for potential in the interior:

!(x) � ui(x) =
Z
@


K1(x; y) � g(y) � d�y �
Z
@


K2(x; y) � u(y) � d�y +
nX

k=1

qk

4��ijx� xkj
; x 2 int 
; y 2 @
:

(5)

Here x is the location of an interior point, y is a surface point, and !(x) is the solid angle at point x. For interior

x2 int 
, !(x) = 1 (the full angle is counted as 1). The integration is over all points on the surface of the molecule.

Kis are kernel integrands and are explained later.
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Similarly applying Green's second identity to the linearized Poisson-Boltzmann equation (2), we obtain the

integral equation for the exterior potential:

!(x) � ue(x) = ��e
�i

Z
@


K3(x; y) � g(y) � d�y +

Z
@


K4(x; y) � u(y) � d�y; x 2 R3� 
; y 2 @
: (6)

Again here !(x) = 1.

For surface points x 2 @
, the solid angle for the above two equation is no longer the full angle. For example,

if point x is in a smooth neighborhood, then !(x) = 1=2. Combining integral equations Eqn. 5 and Eqn. 6 with

the interface condition Eqn. 3, we obtain the boundary integral equations for surface potential and its normal

derivative:

1

2
� u(x)�

Z
@


K1(x; y) � g(y) � d�y +

Z
@


K2(x; y) � u(y) � d�y

=
X
k=1

qk

4��ijx� xkj
(7)

1

2
� u(x) + �e

�i

Z
@


K3(x; y) � g(y) � d�y �
Z
@


K4(x; y) � u(y) � d�y

= 0 (8)

The integrand kernels in these integral equations are:

K1(x; y) =
1

4�jx� yj ; K2(x; y) =
1

4�
� @

@ny
(

1

jx� yj );

K3(x; y) =
e��jx�yj

4�jx� yj ; K4(x; y) =
1

4�
� @

@ny
(
e��jx�yj

jx� yj ) (9)

where K1 is the free-space Green's function (or the fundamental solution) to the Poisson's equation (1), K3 the

free-space Green's function (or the fundamental solution) to the linearized Poisson-Boltzman equation (2). K3 and

K4 are their respective directional derivative along the outward normal vectors at y. The earlier integrals can thus
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be thought as integrating over a single layer point charge distribution (K1 and K3 of charge density g(y), without

and with screening respectively) and a double layer point dipole distribution (K2 and K4 of dipole density u(y),

without and with screening respectively) on the surface of the molecule.

dBEM Formulation. The �rst equation for surface point x 2 @
 of this formulation can be obtained by

combining the two boundarly integral equations Eqn. 7 and Eqn. 8 in the nBEM formulation, with consideration

of the interface condition Eqn. 3. The second equation can be obtained by taking the normal derivative along the

direction of the outward normal vector at x. For a surface point x in a smooth neighborhood, these two equations

can be written as [12]:

1

2
(1 +

�e

�i
) � u(x)�

Z
@


K1(x; y) � u(y) � d�y +

Z
@


K2(x; y) � g(y) � d�y

=
X
i=1

qk

4��ijx� xkj
(10)

1

2
(1 +

�i

�e
) � g(x) �

Z
@


K3(x; y) � u(y) � d�y +

Z
@


K4(x; y) � g(y) � d�y

=
X
i=1

qk

4��i
� @

@nx
(

1

jx� yj ) (11)

where the kernels are now:

K1(x; y) =
1

4�
� �e
�i
� @

@ny
(
e��jx�yj

jx� yj )�
1

4�
� @

@ny
(

1

jx� yj )

K2(x; y) =
1

4�
� ( 1

jx� yj �
e��jx�yj

jx� yj )

K3(x; y) =
1

4�
� @2

@nx@ny
� e

��jx�yj

jx� yj �
1

4�
� @2

@nx@ny

1

jx� yj

K4(x; y) =
1

4�
� @

@nx
(

1

jx� yj ) �
1

4�
� �i
�e
� @

@nx
(
e��jx�yj

jx� yj ) (12)
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Using these kernels, the interior and exterior potentials are:

ui(x) =

Z
@


K1(x; y) � u(y) � d�y +
Z
@


K2(x; y) � g(y) � d�y +
nX

k=1

qk

4��ijx� xkj
; x 2 int 
; y 2 @
: (13)

ue(x) =
�i

�e

Z
@


K1(x; y) � u(y) � d�y +
�i

�e

Z
@


K2(x; y) � g(y) � d�y +
nX

k=1

qk

4��ejx� xkj
; x 2 R3�
; y 2 @
: (14)

The regularity assumptions and the limiting process are argued in [12]

Numerical Method to Solve the Boundary Integral Equations. For numerical solution, we partition the

surface of the molecule @
 into a set of disjoint planar triangles �i, so @
 =
S
�i. We then approximate the

unknowns u(x) and g(x) over a triangular element �i by linear interpolation of the nodal values of u and g of

this triangle, using linear basis (shape) functions and barycentric coordinates. The nodal values of n and g are

then the unknowns we seek. The integrals over the whole surface become the summation of elemental integration,

which are carried out by numerical quadrature. Seeking the solutions to the nodal values of u and g, we obtain 2M

linear equations for a molecular mesh consisting ofM vertices. Conjugated gradient based iterative solver (such as

gmres and bicgstab) is then employed to solve these equations. Details of various numerical set up of BEM can

be found in [19].

3 Accurate Representation of the Molecular Shape

Under the continuum approach, di�erent forms of the partial di�erential equations (PDE) have been applied to

model the molecular electrostatics : Poisson equation [6, 8, 14], linearized Poisson-Boltzmann equation [20, 7, 12],

and the non-linear Poisson-Boltzmann equation [21], each applicable under speci�c physical condition (such as ionic

strength). Of equal importance to the nature of the elliptic di�erential equation is the boundary descriptor, i.e.,

the accurate representation of the shape of the molecule. An exact molecular shape description is therefore crucial
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for an accurate solution to the molecular electrostatics problem using the continuum model.

Molecular Surface Mesh Generation with Topological Precision. An important development for geo-

metric modeling of macromolecules is the application of Delaunay complexes and the related alpha shape theory

of alpha complexes. Alpha shape theory provides a topologically precise method for analytical computation of

the molecular shape. In this method, the weighted Delaunay triangulation of the atom centers of the molecule

is �rst computed [22]. The Delaunay complex obtained consists of tetrahedra, triangles, and edges connecting

the atom centers, and vertices representing the atom centers. The alpha complex is then obtained by sorting the

elements using a ball-growth model [23]. In addition to the vertices, the alpha complex retains a subset of the

Delaunay tetrahedra, triangles, and edges, each corresponds to an occurrance of overlapping of the atom balls.

The molecule and the alpha complex correspond to each other at topological, combinatorial and metric levels.

Algorithms have been developed to compute analytical molecular shapes for molecules, including the calculation of

analytical area/volume of solvent accessible (SA) model and molecular surface (MS) model [24], identi�cation and

measurements of inaccessible cavities in molecules [25], and quantitative computation of the molecular pockets and

analytical construction of receptor binding sites [26].

In this work, we employ an alpha shape-based method to topologically triangulate the surface of the molecule

[27]. The high quality mesh generated allows precise representation of the molecular shape, and maintains conve-

nient data structure for easy access to geometric and topological information contained in the mesh. Detailes of

the mesh generation can be found in [27].

Analytical Representation of Curve-Shaped Panel. For boudnary integral equation based BEM methods,

the representation of the surface @
 based on the mesh of planar triangles is important: curved panels are necessary

to accurately represent both the shape of the surface integration domain and to evaluate the kernels. All interior

points of the planar triangles therefore need to be mapped onto the atomic spheric surfaces.

Instead of using a quadratic or cubic function of the local coordinates in a planar triangle to approximate the
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spherical surface [10, 12], here we describe an analytically exact method to map a planar point to the spherical

patch. We exploit the fact that in the solvent accessible surface model, the surface of the molecule consists of pieces

of surface patches with known analytical expressions. Our representation is piecewise C1 (di�erentiable to degree

in�nity in the interior of each patch), and therefore is faithful to the original geometric model of the molecule [28].

This method builds on the fact that geometric information is readily available from the data structure of the alpha

shape generated mesh.

In the SA model, we �rst compute the vector v 2 R3 from the center of the atom to the planar point r 2 R3.

Normalization of v will give the unit vector normal n(r0) = v=jjvjj to the surface point r0 2 R3 to be mapped, which

is on the spheric surface. We obtain the spheric point r0 by:

r0 = r + f � n(r0)

where f = (R � jjvjj)=jjvjj, R being the radius of the atom. ( See Figure 1 ). The Jacobian determinant of this

transformation is jJ(r0)j = 1=jk(r) � n(r0)j, where k is the normal vector of the planar triangle. Geometrically, it is

the ratio of the area of an in�nitesimally small surface piece and the area of its projection on the planar triangle.

4 Numerical Quadrature

The formulae for the kernels of the boundary integral equations (Eqns. 9 and 12) reveal a di�culty in their integra-

tions: these integrands become singular when y approaches x. The integral of these kernels all have interpretations:

these kernels are either weakly singular, or have Cauchy principal values, or their �nite parts in the Hadamard sense

exist [29, 30]. For kernel K3(x; y) in Eqn. 12, each of the term is hypersingular, but it was shown that K3(x; y) as

their di�erence is integrable and well behaved [12].

In BEM, these singularities hamper the numerical integration when x and y are on the same element (singular
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case), or when they are very close (near singular case). Any quadrature rule of �xed weights (such as increasing the

number of Gaussian quadrature points) is inadequate for the singular case, because these input-sensitive integrals

are strongly inuenced by the exact local shape of the element [31]. For the near singular case, although the integrals

are regular, their numerical behavior is sensitive: Gauss formula loses its asymptotic accuracy because the estimated

error is inuenced by the derivative of the kernels, which produce negative powers of the stepsize, cancelling the

asymtotic gain from using a higher order formula [32]. In the molecular electrostatic problem, previous applications

of BEM often use Gaussian quadrature for singular integrands, and the problem of near singular integrands has

been overlooked.

The accurate evaluation of the integration of the kernels, multiplied by the shape (basis) fuctions is one of

the key issues in the BEM, since the resulting singular diagonal elements of the matrix strongly a�ect the whole

solution. Although analytical formulae are possible for planar triangle elements, integration over curved geometric

elements is only plausible with numerical quadrature rules. In numerical analysis, the quadratures for singular

integrands and near-singular integrands have been a very active research �eld in the past decade [33, 34, 31, 32].

In our approach, we map all planar triangles �i to a standard simplex or a master triangle (0:0; 0:0; 0:0;1:0; 1:0;0:0)

where the singular point is mapped to (0:0; 0:0). Numerical integration is then carried out over this standard trian-

gle for all patches of the surface. The mapping from a planar triangle to a spheric trianglular patch is as described

earlier. Our method of numerical integration over the planar triangle is adapted from [34] , where error analysis of

several classes of kernels are available for curve-shaped elements.

Singular Integrand. Briey, for the radial variable, we use a polar transformation to weaken the singularity.

The new variable �1 2 [0; 1] is chosen such that:

d�1 =
dr

r(�)
(15)
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In the master triangle, we further express r(�) as:

r(�) =
h

sin(�+ �)
;

where h is the height of the triangle from the side opposite to the singular node, and � = �=4 (See Figure 2).

For the azimuth angle variable, there are still large variations in r(�) when angles are near either of the two

edges to which the singular point is the common endpoint. The situation is worse when the angle apexed by

the singular point in the underlying �i is obtuse. Numerically this introduces undesirable instability. A further

transformation for the azimuth angle variable is therefore necessary, such that the quadrature sampling points can

be distributed unevenly. To take into account the large variation with the angle variable, the sampling points in

the vicinity of the two edges should be �ner than in between the edges. The measure adapted to this situation is

d�= sin� rather than d�. Modi�ed from [34], we use the new variable �2 2 [�1;+1] for the azimuth angle variable,

such that:

d�2 =
2 � d�

�k � sin(�+ �)
; (16)

where

�k :=

Z �+�

2

�

d�

sin � + cos �
= 2 ln(1 +

p
2); � =

�

4
:

From formulae (15) and (16), and the ranges of �1 and �2, we have the following transformation of the polar

coordinates to the new variables �1 and �2 to be used in the Gaussian quadrature:

�1 = r
sin(�+ �)

h
;

�2 =
1

�k

(2 ln tan
�+ �

2
� ln tan

�

2
� ln tan

�=2 + �

2
)
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The tranformations from the new variables �1 and �2 back to r(�) and � are:

� = 2 � arctan(e�2�ln(1+
p
2))� �

4

r =
�1 � h

sin(�+ �)
=

�1p
2 sin(�+ �

4 )
;

Applying Gaussian quadrature to both �1 and �2 variables, we have the following quadrature rules:

Z
�i

K(x; y) � u(y)d�y � ln(1 +
p
2)p

2

NX
n=1

LX
l=1

w2nw1l � rlnK(x; rln; �n) � ui(rln; �ln) � Ji(rln; �ln)

(17)

where rln := rl(�n) = rl(�2;n), �n = �(�2;n), and N;L are the numbers of quadrature points of transformed

variables �1 and �2.

Nearly Singular Integrand. One remedy for the near singular integrand is to expand the unknown functions

with Taylor series into a known sharp changing function and an unknown smooth varying function. This is roughly

the \peak splitting" method used by Ju�er et al. in potential evaluation (although it is not used in inuence

matrix assembly) [12]. However, the Coulomb term dominates the Taylor expansion, since the majority of the

atoms carry partial charges and cannot be treated as neutral. Hence, the evaluation of the known function at

one point in space will take O(n) steps to sum over all charges. The surface integration (itself an O(n2) process,

if all values of the function are known) will render the overall performance of the algorithm close to O(n3) time

complexity for computing potential at one point in space. In the interest of practical time complexity, we do not

follow this approach. Instead, we follow [34]: when x is near the panel �i, the standard simplex or the master

triangle is subdivided into P 2 geometrically similar sub-simplexes. We then apply Gaussian quadrature to each of

these sub-simplexes. In our implementation, we measure the distance jx� yj, and apply this scheme if the distance

is smaller than the longest edge of the planar triangle. Details of error analysis of this rule can be found in [34].
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5 Results

Conditioningof the Boundary Integral Equations with dBEM. Conceptually, boundary integral equations

lead to a dense, nonsymmetric inuence (coe�cient) matrix for a system of linear equations to be solved numerically.

In principle, Poisson equation leads to a second kind Fredholm type integral equation, characterized by a well-

conditioned compact integral operator. This signi�cantly facilitates the solution of the resulting set of linear

equations, and allows e�ective use of a class of iterative solvers [35]. In our cases, the non-integral terms on the left

hand side of the boundary integral equations of dBEM distinguish these equations as the second kind Fredholm type

integral equations. We use increasing number of triangular mesh elements to model a unit sphere, and we calculate

the condition number of the resulting inuence matrices. Condition number of a matrixA (cond(A) = jjAjj�jjA�1jj)

measures how sensitive the solution of a linear system is to perturbation. It is a good indicator of the convergence

behavior of many iterative solvers for linear equations, where oating point calculations are always accompnied

with errors from �nite arithmetic [35]. In all cases, the matrices of the second kind integral equations resulting from

dBEM have signi�cantly lowered condition number, as compared to the matrices where the non-integral terms are

left out.

However, the matrices from nBEM and dBEM have very di�erent characteristics. This can be seen from the

di�erent forms of Eqns. (7,8) and (10, 11), and from the visualization of the coe�cient matrices. Figure 3 plots

the coe�cient matrices from both the nBEM and the dBEM formulations for a 16-vertex triangulation of a unit

sphere. This suggests that nBEM and dBEM formulations may have di�erent convergence behavior for many

numerical solvers. As an experiment, we use 16, 32, 64, 128 and 256-vertex triangulation of the unit sphere to test

how the condition number scales with the size of the matrices from the two formulations. Sphere has the simplest

geometry, and there is no e�ect due to complicated geometric considerations. As a result, such a test should reect

the characteristics of matrices due to the choice of formulation and exclude other factors. Figure 4 shows that the

condition numbers of the dBEM matrices (empty circle) are constantly small as the size of the matrix increases

from 32 (for 16 vertex) to 512 (for 256 vertices). For nBEM (�lled circle), the condition number deteriorates rapidly

as the size of the matrix increases.
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This has implications because rapid convergence of the linear equation solvers is an important issue in BEM,

when meshes of large sizes are necessary to model molecules with compelx geometry. There is no di�erence in

terms of storage required for both dBEM and nBEM matrix. Therefore, we suggest that it is advantageous to use

the dBEM formulation for a better conditioned inuence matrix.

Numerical Tests. As a test case, we computed the electrostatic reaction potential of a unit point charge placed

at various eccentric locations inside the unit ball, where the analytical solutions are known. We set the protein

interior with an �i of 1, and the continuum solvent of �e of 20 outside the ball. The inverse Debye-Huckel length �

is set to 3/�A. For these calculations, dBEM formulation is used. An iterative solver (bicgstab) is used for solving

the resulting linear equations [36] with the convergence residue set to 1:0 � 10�8. The results are listed in Table

1. The improvement of accuracy of the solution can be seen as the number of vertices used for triangular elements

increases. The iteration numbers for bicgstab solver indeed are small and shows little increase as the number of

vertices used to triangulate the sphere increased from 64 to 512. This agrees with our earlier assessment based on

condition number calculations.

For comparison, we have also implemented the nBEM formulation for computing the reaction potential for unit

ball. The number of iterations using bicgstab solver is listed in Table 2 for the nBEM method. Compared to

dBEM method, the iteration numbers are larger for all levels of discretization. The nBEM iteration numbers also

increase as the discretization becomes �ner, and this is in contrast to dBEM method. These results demonstrate

that dBEM can provide accurate solutions with a better-conditioned inuence matrix. This is reected by the fact

that in the examples studied, the number of iterations required to achieve comparable accuracy is invariant to the

mesh size.

Figure 5 shows the electrostatic potentials computed through dBEM at the y-z plane of x = 8.0 �Awhen an

ammonium molecule (NH3) is placed in an in�nit solution, centering at the origin and with its N atom along the

z-axis. The �iand �eare set to be 2.0 and 80.0 respectively. The temperature and the monovalent ionic strength are

set to be 298 K and 150.0 mM. The molecule is triangulated by 492 elements. Figure 5(A) shows the potential
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surface on the x-y plane, and (B) shows the projected contour plot. In NH3, N atom has a negative partial charge

and H atoms have positive partial charges. The y-z plane has an asymmetric pattern with the high z part negative

and the low z part positive, consistent with the locations of negative N (z = 0.110) and postive H (z = -0.256)

atoms. Figure 6 shows the potentials computed through dBEM at the x-y plane of z = 8.0 �A. In contrast, the

pattern of the potentials are rather symmetric, agreeing the geometric symmetry of the molecule.

As a preliminary study of protein electrostatics , we compute the potentials near a crambin molecule on the x-z

planes at �xed y = -10 �A beneath the molecule, and at y = 26 �A above the molecule. The crambin molecule placed

in an in�nite medium has all its atom centers located in the following coordiate ranges: x 2 [�3:51; 25:02]; y 2

[�0:967; 20:867]; z 2 [�7:383; 19:238] and is centered at (-1.407, -0.684, -3.911). Figure 7 visualizes the potentials

and its contour for y = -10 �A plane, and Figure 8 viusalizes the potentials and its contour for y = 26 �A plane.

6 Discussion

BEM di�ers from FDM in that it allows the possiblity to maintain an accurate (implicit) global solution using

exact shape representation of the molecule [15]. FDM relies on technique such as \focusing" to obtain accurate

local solutions. The alpha shape based mesh generation allows very accurate description of the molecular shape

for BEM calculation, where no erroneous triangles will be added to connect across clefts and surface invaginations.

It also faithfully represents the topolgoical features of the molecule, such as all the inaccessible cavities inside the

molecule, channels, etc.

The kernel singularities of the boundary integral equations are one of the distinctive charcateristics of the BEM

method. The strength of the singularities strongly a�ects the condition number of the resulting coe�cient matrix.

Several methods have been described to approach the singularity problem. Yoon and Lenho� [11] analytically

integrated the kernels for the nBEM formulation. However, in general the analytical evaluation of singular kernels

[30] can be prohibitive in terms of algebraic derivation: it is only plausible when planar boundary elements are
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used (as in [11]), with the price of introduced error due to inappropriate shape representation.

When ion e�ects are ignored from the continuum model, Poisson equation is used to model the molecular

electrostatics. For such cases, Purisima and Nilar used \row-sum elemination" method to obtain the singular

integration term [37]. It is based on the fact that the solid angle subtended by a point on a smooth surface is 1=2

of the full solid angle (4�). This method cannot be extended for two reasons. First, for the linearized Poisson-

Boltzmann equation where ion e�ects are included, no simple geometric formulae are known for kernels of the type

in Eqns. 9 (K3;K4), and Eqns. 12 (K1 to K4) to be used for subtraction. Second, when potential inside each

element is not treated as a constant, the solid angle formula cannot be applied, since the basis fuctions which

are used to interpolate between nodal values cannot be separated out from the integrand. On the other hand,

Guermond showed that non-constant interpolation of the potential within each element is necessary to achieve

accurate solution, if the use of a modest number of mesh elements is desired [38].

The conditioning of the boundary element equations is an important and complicated issue. We have shown

that the dBEM formulation has an advantage over nBEM formulation: it results in a better conditioned inuence

matrix, and this formulation alone maintains a matrix with a good condition number even when the problem scales

up. The overall conditioning of the boundary element equations is necessarily a complicated issue, and depends

on other factors, including the shape of the molecule, the discretization of the surface of the molecule, the choice

of the shape (basis) functions for approximating potentials whithin each element, and the approximation of the

surface. Together with the numerical integration scheme, these factors also a�ect the accuracy of the solution.

Further investigations in these directions will provide valuable information.

There have been recent e�orts using multipole expansion to rapidly compute either explicitly or implicitly

the inuence matrix for Poisson equation [14, 15]. However, currently such e�orts have been con�ned to Poisson

equation where modeling of the ion e�ects are not possible. The reason behind is that the multipole expansions

of the Green's function (and its derivative) for linearized Poisson-Boltzmann equation (e.g., K3 and K4 in Eqn.

9) have not been worked out. Nevertheless, future fast methods should also signi�cantly bene�t from a stable and
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better-conditioned inuence matrix obtainable from the dBEM formulation. This is particularly relevant if the

state-of-art nonstationary conjugate gratdient based iterative solvers (e.g.,gmres, bicgstab,etc.) are used rather

than the stationary iterative solvers such as Gauss-Seidel Method or the Successive Overrelaxation Method (SOR).

In conclusion, since geometric shape description is important for the continuum approach to the molecular

electrostatics problem, we apply an alpha shape based method to generate topologically precise and analytically

accurate surface mesh for molecules. We also describe the shape of the molecule analytically within each element,

using a piecewise analytical function to represent the shape of the surface used in BEM. Contrary to widely used

nBEM formulation [10, 11, 18], we show that the dBEM boundary integral equations provides superior numerical

stability and should be used when speedy convergency in solution of the linear equations is desired. Singular and

near-singular kernel integrands can introduce large errors to the solution in BEM, and needs to be treated carefully.

We have described an e�ective method of variable transformation to be used for numerical quadratures.
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Table Legend

Table 1. Computed reaction potential due to a unit charge placed inside a unit ball at various eccentric locations. d is

the distance of the charge from the center of the ball. The errors of the numerical results in % compared to analytical

solutions are listed along with the iteration number of the bicgstab solver [36] with the convergence residue set to

1:0� 10�8. The inverse Debye-Huckel length � is set to 3/�A. A 7� 7 Gauss quadrature rule is used for the nonsingular

integrand, a 10(�)�5(r) quadrature rule as described in the paper is used for the singular integrand. For the intermediate

integrand, level 3 subdivision and 7� 7 quadrature rule is used. Linear functions are used as the basis functions.

Table 2. Iteration numbers of bicgstab solver using nBEM formulation for computing reaction potential due to a unit

charge placed inside a unit ball. All parameters are the same as in Table 1.
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# vertices. 16 32 64 128 256 512

d Exact Iter. Error Iter. Error Iter. Error Iter. Error Iter. Error Iter. Error

0.0 -3.77184 5 4.29 7 2.39 7 1.28 8 0.67 8 0.35 6 0.18
0.1 -3.80928 9 4.43 10 2.45 10 1.31 10 0.68 11 0.36 10 0.18
0.2 -3.92544 9 4.87 10 2.62 11 1.39 12 0.72 12 0.37 10 0.19
0.3 -4.13616 10 5.78 10 2.98 12 1.55 13 0.80 13 0.41 11 0.21
0.4 -4.47250 11 7.62 12 3.61 13 1.84 14 0.93 16 0.48 13 0.25
0.5 -4.99440 14 11.38 12 4.79 16 2.35 17 1.16 17 0.58 16 0.30
0.6 -5.82816 13 18.74 12 7.21 15 3.38 15 1.66 16 0.80 16 0.42
0.7 -7.26768 13 31.51 13 12.81 15 5.79 17 2.92 15 1.33 17 0.73
0.75 -8.43504 14 40.21 14 18.06 15 8.26 17 4.41 16 1.92 18 1.06
0.80 -10.19376 13 50.34 15 26.03 16 12.61 16 7.45 19 3.11 21 1.66
0.85 -13.12656 14 61.65 16 37.64 19 20.55 18 13.82 21 6.00 22 2.88
0.90 -18.97824 13 73.84 16 53.56 20 35.07 20 27.20 22 14.00 22 5.69

Table 1:
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d It. #

# vert. 16 32 64 128 256 512

0.0 5 15 18 22 24 25
0.1 10 17 19 22 32 33
0.2 10 21 19 27 31 37
0.3 11 21 23 26 29 36
0.4 12 20 21 31 41 37
0.5 14 24 27 36 37 50
0.6 14 23 30 46 52 43
0.7 15 25 40 57 62 45
0.75 17 36 36 50 58 58
0.80 16 34 41 47 57 56
0.85 19 34 42 47 62 62

0.90 21 40 39 57 75 65

Table 2:
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Figure Legends

Figure 1. Mapping points on planar triangle to the surface of the atom.

Figure 2. h is the height of the triangle of the side opposite to the singular node. � = �=4 is the side angle. Sampling

points along the radial line r(�) are of angle �.

Figure 3. The matrices obtained from 16 vertices triangulation of a unit sphere using both nBEM and dBEM. Matrices

are fromed using � = 3:0, �i = 1, and �e = 20.

Figure 4. The condition numbers of the matrix formed by dBEM (empty circle) are constantly small as the matrix size

increases, whereas condition number for nBEM matrices deteriorates rapidly. Matrices are fromed using � = 3:0, �i = 1,

and �e = 20.

Figure 5. The electrostatic potentials computed through dBEM on a y-z plane of x = 8.0 �A, when an ammonium

molecule (�i= 2.0) centering at the origin is placed in an in�nite monovalent ionic solution (150.0 mM, 298 K, �e=

80.0). The ammonium molecule is triangulated with 492 triangles. (A): the potential surface 8.0 �A below the center of

the molecule along positive x direction (the inset shows the orientation of the amonium molecule); (B): the potential

countour plot.

Figure 6. The electrostatic potentials computed through dBEM on a x-y plane of z = 8.0 �A of the above ammonium

system. (A): the potential surface 8.0 �A below the center of the molecule along posistive z direction (the inset shows

the orientation of the amonium molecule); (B): the potential countour plot.

Figure 7. The electrostatic potentials computed through dBEM on a x-z plane of y = -10.0 �A near a crambin molecule

placed in an in�nite medium. (A): the potential surface at y = -10.0 �A (the inset shows the orientation of the crambin

molecule); (B): the potential countour plot.

Figure 8. The electrostatic potentials computed through dBEM on a x-z plane of y = 26.0 �A near a crambin molecule
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placed in an in�nite medium. (A): the potential surface at y = 26.0 �A (the inset shows the orientation of the crambin

molecule); (B): the potential countour plot.
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